
Pro-Watch® Notifier Secondary Fire Interface

Streamline Building Automation

If your operations cover several sites in different

locations, your guard staff could potentially be

responsible for monitoring multiple systems across

buildings. That means in addition to monitoring a

dedicated console for each system–whether security,

building automation, or secondary fire notification–your

guards must also know how to operate each console. Even more, they need to 

be trained on the response procedures for each alarm. 
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Pro-Watch® Notifier Secondary Fire Interface

Honeywell’s Pro-Watch® Notifier Secondary Fire Interface* enables security groups to secondarily monitor Notifier fire events. 

It’s ideal for users who centrally monitor multiple systems with geographically diverse sites. It reduces the number of operator

workstation consoles needed in a command and control center, and eliminates manual steps by integrating responses and

auditing alarm events.

Product features:

• Leverages the BACnet® IP gateway to provide secondary fire reporting from Notifier panels over standard IT and building
automation networks.

• Notifier is offered with 500 fire points and can be expanded to 2,000 fire points per panel in increments of 250.

• Fully integrated alarm monitor displays secondary fire, video and security alarms. 
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For more information: 

www.honeywellintegrated.com

Honeywell Security Group

Honeywell Integrated Security

2700 Blankenbaker Pkwy, Suite 150

Louisville, KY 40299

1.800.323.4576

www.honeywell.com
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CUSTOMER BENEFITS: 

• Reduces the number of consoles per workstation at a central monitoring facility.

• Proactively notifies operators of possible point faults before they become an issue.

• Streamlines the creation of response procedures across multiple systems and keeps an audit trail 
of responses.

• Improves operator training time by reducing manual steps and decreasing the number of systems 
an operator needs to learn.

*The Pro-Watch Secondary Fire Interface is not Underwriters Laboratories (UL 864) listed as a fire alarm
control unit. It is designed to provide only secondary informative monitoring. It shall under no circumstance
be used in life safety applications. Please consult local fire regulations for possible additional restrictions.

Consult datasheet for compatible Pro-Watch releases.


